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Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



Overview These guidelines show the correct usage of the Veritas Forum Graphic Signature in all forms of communication. This guide was not created to stifle creativity, but rather to ensure brand consistency. The Veritas Forum Graphic Signature was created as part of a visual identity system, which was developed to establish and promote a brand: ensuring that all communication, and indeed everything that makes up the Veritas Forum’s public image, serves to give an intentional and positive impression. Consistency is the key to increased visibility, strengthened brand equity, and a focused brand message. The visual identity system becomes more effective every time it is used well. When the visual identity system is used incorrectly, the brand message is blurred and public awareness is confused. It is important that these guidelines are followed consistently, so that the Veritas Forum speaks with a uniﬁed voice.
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Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



The Veritas Forum Graphic Signature



T H E G R A P H I C S I G N AT U R E : M A R K A N D N A M E



The Veritas Forum presents itself visually using a distinctive Graphic Signature, which is composed of a Mark (logo) and Name. Using the Graphic Signature provides a consistent and memorable representation of the Veritas Forum, and helps build a sense of brand identity. The Veritas Forum Graphic Signature is designed to communicate the core brand message: We can help you explore true life—come walk with us as we journey towards truth and abundant life. The Graphic Signature also communicates these other aspects of the Veritas Forum: Being rooted in the academic tradition, yet connected to the contemporary world; Growing and moving outward Seeking Truth Community
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T H E G R A P H I C S I G N AT U R E ’ S M A R K U S E D A L O N E



Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



Consistency and Quality Always reproduce the complete logo from the electronic artwork provided. To ensure consistency, the Veritas Forum logo should only be reproduced in ways covered in this manual.



N E V E R C H A N G E T H E G R A P H I C S I G N AT U R E



A LT E R E D C O L O R S
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A LT E R E D T Y P E F A C E
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Do not alter the logo in any way. Do not animate or distort it. Do not add drop shadows, bevels, or other three-dimensional effects. While the Mark may be used by itself as a decorative or design element, the Graphic Signature of Name and Mark together should never be used as a background or as a component of a larger image. The relationship of the Mark to the Name should not be altered. Do not change the size, proportions, or letter spacing of the Name.



The VERITAS FORUM



Do not reset the type of the tagline or alter its relationship with the Graphic Signature.



A LT E R E D R E L A T I O N S H I P
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Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



Graphic Signature Colors



T H E G R A P H I C S I G N AT U R E C O L O R S



The Veritas Forum Graphic Signature is provided in a preferred two-color version, as well as a black & white version (for all single-color uses). Four-color process mixes and bitmap files for on-screen use have been provided. When using color printing, always print the Mark in Veritas Red, and the Name in black. This color relationship should never be reversed. The Graphic Signature should only be printed in other colors with the authorization of the Veritas Forum office. Exceptions may be made for local Veritas Forum events in order to connect the Veritas Forum movement with the local sponsoring organization. For example, a university Forum may use the university’s colors in place of the Veritas Forum colors



DON’T REVERSE COLORS!
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LOCAL USAGE ( WITH PERMISSION)



1



The standard Graphic Signature colors are:



Red Black



Spot Inks pantone® 194 pantone® Black



Process Mixture pantone® oxni pantone® Process Black



For Web and on-screen use, the rgb colors are: Red Black



153 - 0 - 28 0-0-0



(Hex: 99 00 1c) (Hex: 00 00 00)



Always use pantone®-approved swatches for color matching. Do not match to existing printed pieces or to onscreen display. Custom color mixes may be required when using non-calibrated, desktop color printers. Only the .eps files provided are encoded with the correct colors for offset printing. On-screen colors are approximations only, and will vary depending on the computer setup; the target system is a Windows pc with a crt monitor of medium size under normal indoor lighting.
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*pantone® is the name for the standard color matching system used in the graphic arts industry. More information is available at www.Pantone.com.



Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



Black & White (and Single-Color) Versions



SINGLE-COLOR VERSION



The Veritas Forum Graphic Signature may appear in black & white in a black & white printed document. This will most commonly be documents that are laser-printed on a black & white laser printer, or documents that are xeroxed. If the document is entirely printed in a single ink color other than black, then the Graphic Signature may appear in that color. (It is preferrable that the single ink color used be black or crimson, or compatible in some way with the distinctive Veritas Forum Red and Black colors.)



100% blue and 60% blue permitted only in documents printed entirely in blue



In single-color versions, the Mark appears at 60% intensity of the ink color, and the Name at 100% intensity.



Background Colors FOR DARK BACKGROUNDS



The Veritas Forum Graphic Signature must be legible against the background colors. Solid backgrounds are preferred, but the Graphic Signature may appear on photos or textured backgrounds, provided there is sufficient contrast for it to be easily read. Versions are provided on the accompanying cd-rom with the logo in white and Veritas Forum Red for use on dark backgrounds.
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sufficient contrast



1



poor contrast
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Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



Size The Veritas Forum Graphic Signature is typographically detailed. To ensure good reproduction, two sets of logo files have been provided, each optimized for a particular range of sizes. Only files with the word “small” in the filename should be reproduced at sizes smaller than 2.5" wide. Do not use the standard version of the logo file (files without “small” in the filename) to reproduce the Graphic Signature smaller than 2.5" wide. A good way to tell if the appropriate version of the Graphic Signature is being used it to check the thin strokes in the letters of the Name: they should always be strong enough to hold their own against the thicker strokes. The Graphic Signature (Name and Mark together) should not be reproduced smaller than 1" wide. The Mark should not be reproduced smaller than 1⁄2" wide. The bitmapped graphic files provided may be reduced in size for print work, but should never be enlarged under any circumstances. Do not use bitmapped graphic files when output is jagged, rough, or fuzzy. The preferred file format for professional printing is .eps.



“ S M A L L” F I L E R E P R O D U C E D S M A L L
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S TA N D A R D F I L E R E P R O D U C E D S M A L L
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usually not smaller than 1 inch wide



MINIMUM SIZE



usually not smaller than 1 inch wide



DO NOT ENLARGE BITMAPS



When .bmp files are enlarged, they become rough and jagged.
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Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



Clear Space



M I N I M U M C L E A R S PAC E



Other graphics, type, photographs, or illustrations should not encroach upon the minimum clear space around the logo. The clear space margin is the height of the capital letters in the Name. Sub-branding as authorized by the Veritas Forum may also appear in this space but should be used sparingly and with care.



clearspace unit Clear space is equal to the height of the capital letters in the Name.



The Graphic Signature does not bleed off the edge of printed materials, nor is it truncated at the edge of an onscreen window. However, when the Mark is used by itself as a graphic element, it may bleed.



Alignment



ASYMMETRIC ALIGNMENT PREFERRED



The Graphic Signature is an inherently asymmetrical design. As such, it works better when arranged to the left or right of other material, rather than centered with it. When aligning the Graphic Signature with other elements, the axis of alignment is the word “The”—not the Mark.



A Text Sample



ALIGNMENT AXIS



Propter mores hominum, aetatis nostris non valebit. Cur clamat ursus? Et nisus est, et nisus est. Nam illi pueri dicerent, O Sibulla, ti theleis? Respondebat illa, apothanen thelo. 8



Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



Graphic Signature Use in Print



Graphic Signature Use On-screen



When used by The Veritas Forum, the Graphic Signature appears prominently on the front of materials. The size need not be larger than 3 inches wide, though care should be used to allow sufficient clear space for the Graphic Signature to be read easily. The Graphic Signature also normally appears on the backs of brochures and other materials, or on the inside front cover of booklets, along with explanatory text about the Veritas Forum.



On-screen use of the Graphic Signature should always be from provided files. Do not enlarge or shrink provided .bmp files. Do not resize the image in html image tags.



When used as a secondary brand with a local event or organization brand, the Graphic Signature must be smaller than and clearly subordinate to the primary organizational or program identity. On many publications, it is appropriate for the Veritas Forum Graphic Signature to appear near other affiliation markers (such as those of various local or national programs).



For best results in Web pages, create your own .gif graphics by rasterizing the provided “screen color” .eps files in a program such as Adobe Photoshop. This is the best way to produce Graphic Signature files of the desired pixel dimensions. Check carefully that the Veritas Forum Red color is correctly encoded with the rgb color numbers shown shown above.



Versions provided in .eps format are preferred for all print uses. Only .eps versions are encoded with the correct colors for offset printing. Versions provided in .bmp format should be used only with software that cannot import .eps files. A document that will primarily be printed on black & white laser printers, or that will be xeroxed, should be created using the black & white version of the logo, rather than the color version.



When used online, it is appropriate for the Graphic Signature or mark to link to the Veritas Forum home page.



A set of files has been provided with the colors optimized for on-screen display. Both .eps and .bmp format files can be inserted into documents, such as those created by Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint.



For on-screen presentations (not used online), it is appropriate for Veritas Forum to use the logo full-screen as a title page. Affiliates may use the logo in a convenient and visible size in presentations, provided that the logo is clearly subordinate to the primary brand. When used on-screen, the Graphic Signature should never appear jagged or rough. Do not enlarge .bmp files to the point that the images is degraded; usually only 25% enlargement is possible. Do not use spot color or process color versions on screen. All uses of the Graphic Signature must provide sufficient contrast with the background for easy readability. Use the provided “white” versions for dark backgrounds.
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Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



Use of the Veritas Forum Name in Text The name of the organization, as shown in the Graphic Signature, is set in a distinctive combination of italic mixed-case and roman capital letters. In normal text, however, it is appropriate to use standard mixed-case letters for the name Veritas Forum.



LETTERHEAD SETUP



to be designed September 1, 2002 The Honorable John Jones United States Senate Washington, DC 20510



Dear Senator Jones,



Typeface The typeface used in the Graphic Signature is a revival of W. A. Dwiggins’ El Dorado (1953), which is based on an an early roman lowercase, cut in the 16th century by Jacques de Sanlecque the elder It is licensed by The Font Bureau, Inc. under the name “Interstate”, at www.fontbureau.com.



Ecce Edwardus Ursus scalis nunc tump-tump-tump occipite gradus pulsante post Christophorum Robinum descendens. Est quod sciatunus et solus modus gradibus descendendi, nonnunquam autem sentit, etiam alterum modum estare, dummodo pulsationibus desinere et de eo modo meditari possit. Deinde censet alios modos non esse. En, nunc ipse in imo est, vobis ostentari paratus. Winnie ille Pu. Nomen audiens primum, sicut vos dicturi estis, etiam ego dixi, “Credidi eum puerum esse!” “Ego quoque,” dixit Christophorus Robinus. “At non potes cum ‘Winnie’ vocare!” Minime vero. Dixisti autem... “Est Winnie ille Pu. Num nescis, quid ‘ille’ signiﬁcet?” “Scilicet nunc scio,” cito subjunxi; et spero vos etiam scire, quia nullam nisi hanc explicationem accipietis. Modo Winnie ille Pu apud imos gradus ludum diligit, modo autem ante ignem considens fabulam audire amat. “Quid de fabula quadam opinaris?” rogavit Christophorus Robinus. “Quali de fabula?” dixi. “Amabo te, potesne Winnie ille Puo fabulam narrare?” Censeo me posse, dixi. “Quales fabulas diligit?” De seipso. Nam talis ursus est. Sane, teneo. Nonne potes? Conabor, dixi.



Tibi Corde Vero,



T.J. Stephens Executive Director



It is not necessary to use the El Dorado typeface in Veritas Forum documents. However, in order to provide a consistent graphic style, it is recommended that 11 point Palatino (also available under the name Book Antiqua) be used as the standard text typeface. A companion sans-serif is Knockout (2000), an original design by Jonathan Hoeffler, based on early 20th century American grotesques, but customized for modern electronic printing methods. Other Text Issues For most documents, an appropriate text style is flush left, ragged right. Headings may be set flush left in a larger type size.
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The letterhead is designed to be used with an all leftjustified, ragged-right format. Set the left margin at 1.25" so the letter is aligned with the “The” in “The Veritas Forum” in the Graphic Signature. The letter is composed in the typeface Palatino (Book Antiqua), 11 pt., with normal line spacing.



Veritas Forum Graphic Standards



Electronic Versions of the Graphic Signature The following list shows the various versions of the Graphic Signature provided electronically. In this list, .eps refers to Encapsulated PostScript files. Most users will not be able to open these files; they require a drawing program such as Adobe Illustrator, Macromedia Freehand, or Corel Draw. However, .eps files can be conveniently inserted into many documents using such software as Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, and Microsoft Publisher. Preferred for all professionally-printed uses of the Graphic Signature, .eps files can be enlarged without losing image fidelity. Also, .eps files have been provided that are correctly encoded for spot color printing, as well as process color (cmyk) and black & white uses. Use .eps versions whenever possible. The files shown with .bmp in the filename are Bitmap files, which contain a series of small pixels that make up the Graphic Signature. While this file format is usable more widely than .eps format, .bmp files cannot be enlarged without becoming rough and grainy. Never enlarge a .bmp file to the point that the Graphic Signature appears rough.
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Colors



Format



Notes



Black, gray Black, gray RGB colors RGB colors Process color Black, gray Spot colors



Bitmap TIFF Bitmap Photoshop .eps .eps .eps



Larger size, for black & white laser printing Larger size, for black & white laser printing (alternate) Larger (6" wide), for on-screen use Layered Photoshop file for Web conversion CMYK Color for offset printing For black & white printing For 2-color offset printing



RGB colors Black, gray Process color Black, gray Spot colors



Bitmap Bitmap .eps .eps .eps



Red & white on black, larger size, for on-screen use Grey & white on black, larger size, for laser printing Red & white (transparent background), Process Color Grey & white (transparent background) Red & white (transparent background), 2-Color



Black Gray RGB colors Light Gray Black Process color Gray Spot colors



Bitmap Bitmap Bitmap .eps .eps .eps .eps .eps



Black-only version, for use in black & white laser printing For black & white laser printing For on-screen use For use as a graphic accent Black-only version CMYK Color for offset printing For black & white printing For 2-color offset printing



Black & white RGB colors White



Bitmap Bitmap .eps



White on black, for on-screen use Red on black, for on-screen use White (transparent background)



Graphic Signature: Name and Mark Veritas logo big gry.bmp Veritas logo big gry.tif Use in Word > Veritas logo big rgb.bmp Veritas logo big rgb.psd Veritas logo cmyk.eps These versions > Veritas logo gry.eps for everyday use > Veritas logo spot.eps for use on a dark background: Veritas logo big rdwht.bmp Veritas logo big grywht.bmp Veritas logo cmyk rdwht.eps Veritas logo grywht.eps Veritas logo spot rdwht.eps



Graphic Signature: Mark Only Veritas shield big blk.bmp Veritas shield big gry.bmp Use in Word > Veritas shield big rgb.bmp Veritas shield 10pct.eps Veritas shield black.eps Veritas shield cmyk.eps These versions > Veritas shield gry.eps for everyday use > Veritas shield spot.eps for use on a dark background: Veritas shield gry wtonblk.bmp Veritas shield rgb rdonblk.bmp Veritas shield white.eps



Graphic Signature: Small Version, Name and Mark Veritas logo small gry.bmp Veritas logo small rgb.bmp Veritas logo small cmyk.eps Veritas logo small gry.eps Veritas logo small spot.eps



Black, gray RGB colors Process color Black, gray Spot colors



Bitmap Bitmap .eps .eps .eps



Smaller size, for black & white laser printing Smaller (1.5" wide), for on-screen use CMYK Color for offset printing For black & white printing For 2-color offset printing



for use on a dark background: Veritas logo small rdwht.bmp Veritas logo small grywht.bmp Veritas logo cmyk rdwht.eps Veritas logosmall grywht.eps Veritas logo spot rdwht.eps



RGB colors White, gray Process color White, gray Spot colors



Bitmap Bitmap .eps .eps .eps



Red & white on black, smaller size, for on-screen use Grey & white on black, smaller size, for laser printing Red & white (transparent background), Process Color Grey & white (transparent background) Red & white (transparent background), 2-Color
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©2003 Veritas Forum, Inc 30 Linnean St Cambridge, Mass. 02140 www.veritas.org Created by Alliant Studios, Inc. www.AlliantStudios.com All trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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